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Dark matter candidates 
 
Dark matter searches now and in the near future 
     Axions 
     Indirect detection of WIMPs 
     Direct detection of WIMPs 
 
Farther future, including accelerator comparisons 



Evidence for Dark Matter
Independent observations at many length scales demonstrate existence of
dark matter!

•Rotation curves of galaxies

•Lensing

•Large Scale Structure•CMB

•Galaxy clusters •SN Ia

GB, Hooper & Silk, hep-ph/0404175. Bergstrom, hep-ph/0002126. Jungman et al, hep-ph/9506380  



•Kaluza-Klein DM in UED
•Kaluza-Klein DM in RS
•Axion
•Axino
•Gravitino
•Photino
•SM Neutrino
•Sterile Neutrino
•Sneutrino
•Light DM
•Little Higgs DM
•Wimpzillas
•Q-balls
•Mirror Matter
•Champs (charged DM)
•D-matter
•Cryptons
•Self-interacting
•Superweakly interacting
•Braneworls DM
•Heavy neutrino
•NEUTRALINO
•Messenger States in GMSB
•Branons
•Chaplygin Gas
•Split SUSY
•Primordial Black Holes

Particle Dark Matter Candidates

L. Roszkowski, http://www.shef.ac.uk/physics/idm2004/talks/

Current experiments only probing the easiest of a long list of candidates!







Indirect Detection of WIMP Dark matter

Direct production
Hadronization and

decay

Neutrinos
•direct production

•decay of heavy quarks
•hadronization followed by 
decay of charged pions, 

Photons
Direct production

Hadronization then
Decay of neutral pions

e+e- pairs
Direct production

Hadronization then
Decay of charged pions

Initial State (X= χ or B(1))
What to look for?

X

X

WIMP annihilation

Main Problem: Other astrophysical processes can lead to these same
signatures; how to know whether it is really WIMPs?



Look for regions where dark matter accumulates (galactic
center, halo clumps, sun, earth…)

Particle Physics
(annihilation cross section, 
Energy spectrum)

Astrophysics
(density, spatial distribution)

Indirect Detection of WIMP Dark matter

See recent review by Bertone, Hooper, Silk (hep-ph/0404175)

Density profile in the innermost regions of the volume
where WIMPS accumulate is CRUCIAL for a detectable rate



Indirect detection: Neutrino Telescopes
So far: upper limits on the Neutrino-induced muon flux from the galactic center

Current limits
Next generation
of experiments
(Antares,
IceCube, Auger,
…) may start to
probe expected
cold dark matter
flux and masses

But how will we
know if high
energy ν’s are
really from WIMP
annihilation?Bertone, Nezri, Orloff, Silk 2004. astro-ph/0403322 



Indirect Detection: Air Cherenkov Telescopes

http://www.m
pi-hd.mpg.de

HESS has recently detected TeV γ’s from the direction of the galactic center
Is this a sign of TeV-scale dark matter or an astrophysical accelerator?

Current Exps
Magic
Cangaroo
Veritas
HESS



Indirect Detection: Satellites

SPI (aboard INTEGRAL) map of the Galaxy @ 511 keV.

•Narrow emission line (few keV)
•Size of the emission region FWHM ~ 9 degrees
•Roughly corresponds to the size of the bulge
•Evidence for positron annihilation through positronium
•Possible signature of 1-20 MeV dark matter (NOT SUSY)

GLAST will significantly extend satellite capability for indirect DM detection in 2012




























































